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A Greek boy is herding goats and finds that a tomb is being raided for the jewels and gold. He
gets captured and made to carry the treasure to a hideaway in the mountains. He escapes and
when he gets home he and his father go to try to recover the treasure because it had been
offered to the gods and robbing the tomb has desecrated it.



The TombBy James W Collins 8À :C±<c¿<"„†ð Taphos)Copyright © 2012 James W CollinsAll rights
reservedThis novel is entirely a work of fiction. The names, characters and incidents portrayed
in it are the work of the author's imagination. Any resemblance to actual persons, living or
dead, events or localities is entirely coincidental.The Author asserts the moral right to be
identified as the author of this workAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior permission of
the publishersI dedicate this book to the three boys:E, O & JandDenGENERAL TRANSLATION
NOTESI have chosen to translate into colloquial English as I hope this will enable the text to be
read by as wide an audience as possible. For example:9Ãµ;Ð ;3±<� ;S³<• <“½ <�±;³±;“É<C±<C¿;Ð <C¿ <�±;“´;“¿;ÒÀ
as: For while I on the one hand being the oldest child, a boy, and the others being young girls, I
had to herd the goats. But I have opted for a modern slant: I know why I had to herd the goats,
I was the oldest and a boy, the only boy in our family. Similarly distance measurements are
given in metres and kilometres and not podiaioi, plethra and stadia. The phrase;S½ <C±;ãµ;—v–ÆÀ translate
into Queen’s English as “in order” but once again I have used the colloquial sense and
meaning of “Ok”The source of the storyThis text was found a OXYRHYNCHUS in Egypt and
after translating it and checking certain facts I believe the story it contains to be true.The first
indisputable fact is that the story was found in a clay pot. Dozens of rolled and folded sheets of
bone dry papyrus and parchment had been thrust inside the pot and the lid firmly sealed with
wax.The pot was excavated in an ancient rubbish tip.On the pot’s lid were scratched the
following Greek characters ;ó¹;£¹;�Û ;C¹;£±;“´;óÅ which translates into “from the house of Dikaides”.At the
of the story there is the translation of an unsigned papyrus fragment which was found in
excavations of a house about one kilometre from where the pot was found. On reading it one
can clearly see strong circumstantial evidence that Dikaides wrote it.And lastly, after the text
was translated my University informed the Hellenic Antiquities Department in Athens. It was a
complete coincidence but they had mounted a full scale expedition to Macedonia and Philip’s
Tomb was discovered. It had been rifled and tidied up afterwards and there was a blocked hole
in one wall – the fruits of the discovery are now housed in the State Museum in
Thessaloniki.For photos of the treasure see the web site:museumsofmacedonia Special words
used in the textSome Greek word can't be translated into a single English word and so these
few words are listed below in the order they appear in the text and I hope this is useful when
reading the story.Rhapsode – A poet who wanders around the countryside singing songs and
reciting poetry for a loaf of bread or a pint of wine.Agora – A market but not an ordinary one.
It's one that has things for sale like fruit, vegetables, slaves but also politicians addressing the
crowd, philosophers offering knowledge, healers offering cures and a place to go when you
want to hear the latest news.Zeus – The main god of the Greeks. He's in charge of all the
others but the other gods don't behave themselves so he gets frustrated and throws
thunderbolts.Chiton – Greek clothes. Basically a single sheet that was folded and draped over
the shoulders and it was then pinned to the shoulders and tied at the waist with a belt.
Sometimes they wore cloaks on top to keep off the sun or rain. The Greeks wore no
underclothes. The chitons had no pockets and so they carried money inside their mouths, in
their cheeks, or in pouches tied to their belts.Hades – Not hell. A place where the souls of all
the dead people went. If you were good during your life it was fairly pleasant. If you were bad
you went further down to Tartarus – that was Hell. To get into Hades you needed to pay the
ferryman an obol so that he would take you across the river Styx.
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fasted moving planet in the sky.Hoplite – A fully armed Greek soldier with spear, sword, helmet,
breast and back plates and grieves that covered his shins.Centaur – Half man and half horse.
The torso of a man joined at the waist to the body of a horse where it neck rises up.Kleptos –
means thief and “K” was often burnt into foreheads of convicted thieves. We use the word
Kleptomaniac nowadays to refer to someone who has an obsession with stealing.Olympus – A
snow covered mountain on top of which the gods live.Ambrosia – The food of the gods.Obol –
the smallest value Greek coin, like a penny.Pater – Father comes from German Vater which
comes from Greek - Pater – FatherHarpies, Furies, Erinyes – Mythological creatures, similar to
an eagle with a human face that chases murders for untold years and tears them to
pieces.Athena – The goddess of wisdom and courage and of lawful warfare (if lawful warfare is
possible).Ares – A dangerous god responsible for insatiable battle, destruction and man-
slaughtering. The Greeks didn't like him much but the Romans re-named him as Mars the god
of war and honoured himPoseidon – The god of the sea and earthquakes and sometimes he's
seen wandering around the Earth in the shape of a bull. Sometimes because of the sound
earthquakes make he's called “bull-roarer”.Odyssey – Is a long story of how it took Odysseus
ten years to get home after the Trojan War.

Chapter 1 – Holes and goatsI know why I herded the goats, I was oldest and a boy - the only
boy in our family and somehow I couldn't see my mother or sisters looking after the goats when
they were dressed in tents! Whenever they went out of doors they always seemed to be
covered from head to foot in layers of white sheets.I remember taking the goats to Philip's Hill
one day at the end of summer, pushing through trees and undergrowth, and thought it was
curious because someone had been digging holes into it. The holes were about half a metre in
diameter and a metre deep; there were ten of them scattered over the hillside and I thought
nothing more of them. Like an idiot I thought they were rabbit traps.That was the start. An
adventure - me, a young hero, I win through, it all turns out right, a welcome home – that’s
what I thought when it began after all I had heard it in dozens of stories but what happened
frightened me and I still have nightmares.At home my mother and sisters spent most of their
time weaving and making clothes because we weren't rich and so didn’t have lots of slaves to
do all our work, only Lampito. She was a woman slave who spent most of her time going to the
market, cooking and washing for us, so she didn't herd the goats – I did. And as she was only a
few years older than Mother she said it was unseemly for her to herd goats. The few times that
she did look after them she either lost some, was dragged through brambles or caused that
court case against Father for criminal damage.Father worked in the wheat and barley fields
and with that limp it was difficult for him to scrabble over the hills and mountains following the
route the goats liked best. So he didn’t look after them – I did.Some days I didn’t mind looking
after the goats but on others I was bored stiff. It was usually sunny when I let the goats out in
morning, sometimes we went towards Philip's Hill and other times up into the mountains'
foothills. I walked ahead with the billy on a string, my pipes in my hand and my day's food in a
cloth across my shoulder and the other goats wandered on behind us.It was nearly always
dusty as we wandered along the path that headed out into the country, sometimes it rained,
which was not very often, and then the path became a muddy swamp. But when we travelled
on the main roads to the other towns, even in mid-winter they were usable for carts, wagons,
horses and pedestrians; they were paved.On Philip's Hill and the other places I herded the
goats it was pretty much the same from day to day and so to entertain myself I used to sing
songs, play the pipes, recite stories I had heard from the Rhapsode and of course eat and
sleep. But I was always careful to tie the billy to a tree if I felt tired. I used to have a different



route across the land from day to day so that the goats didn't always eat at the same spot; the
land is dry, rocky and sometimes very barren and so if the goats always eat at the same spot
then they would soon destroy everything by eating it down to rock level.It was one morning a
month later when I was walking across the plain towards Philip's Hill I saw smoke rising from a
fire over on the left-hand side and wondered who was camping there. Who were they -
Robbers? Mercenaries? Romans? Persians? I’d heard stories about them all from Father and
the Rhapsode.I was curious but wasn’t stupid, and so I decided to creep up to their
encampment to have a look without being seen. I could then report back to Father, embellish
the story a little, like he does, to show how brave I had been. Then I could watch the village
men, as Father told them what I had seen, he’d embellish it a little more, and see if they were
going to drive the strangers away.The scrawny olive tree held the string and so while the billy
chewed weeds I crawled on my belly towards the camp, through the undergrowth, between
trees, under brambles and after being scratched on brambles and stones I finally reached the
camp. Disappointment; three men were cooking some food, no sign of any armour, shields,
spears, swords - just spades. They were chatting and seemed quite happy, peaceful and
exhausted. They were covered in earth and looked as though they had been burrowing under
the ground. I thought they must be day labourers working on some farm nearby and were dirty
because they were foreigners.They obviously didn't wash as much as us Greeks, we wash our
faces every day and our bodies every week.I knew they were foreign because they babbled
away and I couldn't understand a word.“Time to go,” I said to myself and started by crawling
backwards but somehow I didn't go back on the same path. After pushing undergrowth from my
head I was not looking where I was going and at the next movement I was clawing air. When I
hit bottom I was down a two metre deep hole. I rubbed the bruises but before I climbed out I
realised that while the hole had three earth sides one was stone. Not ordinary stone, like rock,
but stone blocks laid one on top of each other. Like a wall.As I walked away I realised that the
pit sides were newly dug earth and later, because of Georgie, I didn't think any more of it.I
spent the rest of the day wandering over the plain with the goats looking for a nice area of
brambles for the goats to chew. Once when I was younger I tried to see why goats like
brambles so much and to see if the brambles were nice I tried to eat a piece. I ran home to
Father who took four thorns from my tongue and to this day I cannot understand how a goat
can eat brambles as though they are grass. While he was taking thorns from my tongue he told
me about some of the strange animals he saw when he was a soldier, "I remember one that
was called a Cameliopardos and it used to eat thornier things than even goats eat. We even
had wagers between us soldiers to find the most thorniest branch to see if it could eat it. It ate
everything we could find!""What did it look like Dad?""Well, it was like a camel, but no hump,
very long legs, a neck that was as long as its legs and spotted all over.""I don't believe that.
Next you'll be telling me that it had antlers!""It didn't have antlers but had short horns on the top
of its head and they were covered in fur. Also they can't have a drink without spreading their
legs apart because their necks are not long enough to reach the ground. And when they get
old, if they fall over they can't get up and they die.""Well," I said to him, "I believe some of it but
it can't all be true. You tell stories!"Later that day as I was guiding the goats past a vineyard to
find new areas to scavenge and my thoughts went to the hole I had fallen in. It wasn't until two
whole vines were stripped of shoots and berries that I realised the goats were out of
control."Georgie, Georgie!", I screamed. "Leave those alone!"I pulled on the string to get him
away from the vine and then realised he was not tied to it. I chased after him to get him and the
rest of the herd away from the vines. It took me all afternoon to get them under control.What
was I going to say to the owner? “Nothing”. So far no one had seen me getting the goats under



control and I said to myself, "Let's get out of here!".That's why I forgot about falling into the
hole. I was so relieved that I had not brought a court case against my father.In our country if
anyone does any type of wrong to another person there is a great scurrying around on both
sides for witnesses and everyone and everything are hauled up in front of the court. A case
takes place and someone "wins", but, the only people to actually profit by the case are the
judge and jurors. They get paid. By the time everyone is paid off even the winner loses
money.When I was chasing the goats around the vineyard I was imagining myself, Father and
goats in the witness box trying to deny criminal damage. But the goats would lose us the case
by trying to eat the judges papers, pulling his gown off or even head butting the vineyard
owner.That day I went home exhausted, had my meal, said my prayers to the little idol in the
alcove and went to sleep even without listening to one of Father's stories.Chapter 2 – Goat
troubleI had to find other places to take the goats and so for the next few days, after breakfast,
I started off in different directions.Some days I went up onto the lower slopes of the mountains,
on others I went east across the plain to the river Karanos and on others I walked along the
main road towards Pella allowing the goats to eat the scrub along side the road - ALWAYS
keeping them away from vineyards.While I was up in the foothills and the goats had no
vineyards to destroy I would lay my belly on the prickly scrub and look to the plain far below on
which I lived. These slopes are to the north-west of my home and on clear days in the rainy
spring or autumn I could just see the city of Pella far to the south-east. In the hot dusty summer
I still knew where the city was because the blue sky came right down to the horizon except
looking that way: you could see a semi circle, like a dome of grime and smoke over the city with
its base firmly on the plain.Pella is near the coast and is a proper city as it has walls all round
it, not like our village which is a closely packed group of houses. It also has a theatre, harbour,
an agora, proper temples and a whole quarter for industry. It's there you buy any of the large
items that cannot be bought in the agora, like our new plough.Our village is called Skidra and
our house is near the edge, not one of the largest ones but slightly better than the rest because
it has a tiled roof. The majority of the others have thatched roofs that can catch fire easily. It is
not just one building but a group of small and large rooms arranged on three sides of a square
courtyard with the fourth side a high wall with a gate in it.In the centre of the courtyard we
sometimes have a fire.Now our house has two storeys and the roof is a long way from the
ground so the courtyard fire couldn't set fire to the roof. It couldn't, it couldn't. I wasn't even
trying to catch the roof alight. What happened was I was chasing the dog around the fire, he
started to bark and because it was early morning I did not want him waking everyone. So I
threw a jar water over him.He was on the other side of the fire and as the liquid went across
the flames it caught alight!It wasn't water, it was oil.After the flames roared, I stood petrified
and watched everything happen in a quiet and serene way - the hot air lifted the ashes high
into the air, they floated sideways and gently landed on the roof.Two or three minutes later I
noticed smoke coming up from the roof.After Father had pulled the thatch off the roof and put
out the fire and after my beating he said, "It's not so bad being burnt alive but if a neighbour's
house was damaged and any of us survived, there would be witnesses flying around and we
would be in court even wrapped from head to foot in bandages! Dikaides your inheritance has
been reduced by the cost of the roof."He didn't give me much pouch money, but I get even less
now. Pouch money? We don't have pockets in our clothes, we have pouches on waist bands to
keep our small things in.Luckily Father's second set of armour, shield, sword and spear, which
were up amongst the rafters, were saved - we needed those later. And because Father took
them down, he could see that the leather straps were being eaten away by the damp, so,
because of me setting fire to the roof, he renewed them.To the south is Philip's Hill, it is about



five kilometres from my house across the plain. Even though the hill is covered in small trees
and undergrowth it has a strange smooth shape, not bumpy like other hills. When looking down
at it from up on the mountains it seems to be like a circular cone standing strangely alone in
the plain with no other hills nearby. And the main road between Pella and Athens would have
gone right through the centre had it not detoured around the base. It's almost as though the hill
was built directly across the road and then the road pushed to one side and made to move out
of the way around its base.Some say that the hill was made by Gods in ancient times, some
that the hill rose out of the ground like a pimple rises on someone's skin and others that it was
made by King Philip so that his throne could be placed on top and he could then command the
whole country.Now I know the truth.It was about a month after the goats had eaten the vines
that I went to Philip's Hill again. It was the beginning of autumn with beautiful crystal clear days
that slowly became cloudy as evening drew near. The clouds began as wisps and grew during
the day and became great banks in the evening releasing tremendous flashing and roaring and
every so often torrents of rain. This time I was determined to avoid the vineyard and to
approach the Hill from the west; so I left my house went to the west and skirted around the
base of the mountains moving south, then at the right point when we were level with the hill
headed east.As we started to come closer to the hill the goats started to get agitated and
exited. Were they anticipating another meal of vines or brambles? I then thought, "What if
farmer George is waiting for us?"I imagined that he had been waiting in the undergrowth for a
month, with a pair of witnesses, spying from behind the bushes getting ready to jump out on
me just as the goats would start to eat his vines again.This was not going to happen again and
so, even though the vineyard was to the east of the hill between the hill and my home, I tied all
of the goats together with string so that it looked as though I was leading a pack of dogs
instead of a flock of goats. But no matter how badly dogs jump around and get tangled on the
end of a string it is nothing compared with the behaviour of goats. Some are staid and walk
reasonably well but others compete with each other on who can jump the highest and get most
tangled. And the younger ones! Do they have wagers on who can trip me over?We got to the
base of the hill and started to go up the steep slope amongst the trees and undergrowth.
Because of the tangles I had to release the goats from the string. To my relief they did not
make a bolt for the vineyard and seemed contented munching away at the brambles. I knew I
could not allow myself to go asleep and let the goats wander so I put my pipes to my mouth
and started to play.We moved slowly to the top of the hill and by lunch time the sun was
burning down and, to get some shade, we started to move back down the western slope. I
wasn't going down the eastern slope it was too close to the vineyard.Sitting down under a fir
tree I unpacked my lunch and started to eat. The goats lay down and started to go to sleep.
After about ten minutes I heard rustling leaves behind me. I looked round slowly expecting to
see farmer George but saw nothing. And a bit later I'm sure I heard the noise of someone
moving away.After about an hour I was ready for the long roundabout walk home. Getting up
we started to go down and I was surprised to see pits again scattered over this side of the hill -
some were small, not more than two metres deep, and others, especially when they
encountered stonework below the ground's surface, were much deeper. That reminded me of
the one I fell down one before. Some pits had been filled in and others were being filled.I
looked down one of the deeper holes and heard the bushes rustle. Looking round I saw
nothing. Moving off quickly away I started to go down the hill. More noises. I moved quicker. "It's
farmer George!" I thought. I moved quicker still. Noises again, only closer this time.Rushing
through the undergrowth, being swiped by brambles, calling the goats and hurtling at full speed
through low branches I looked behind me and saw three dark haired men running towards me.



"Stop !", one of them shouted in Greek, "We won't 'arm you.""Not likely!" I thought.The goats
were well ahead going towards the bottom of the hill, I was between them and the men; I was
young and nimble and gaining distance on them. I was being swiped by the brambles, sliced by
the thorns and stung by the nettles as I rushed down the slope. At the bottom I jumped to land
on the level ground but my wind was jarred from me as I stumbled to the edge of the woods. In
the next instant we were through the trees and onto the plain; crossing the path at the base of
the hill I headed for the nearest wheat field and dived into it crushing the stalks under my
weight.Because I dived there were no tracks leading to my hiding place but I was soon on my
knees, turned round and peering through the stalks at the men who were looking for me. They
didn't seem to know in which direction I had gone.I was sore from the stinging and scrapes on
my flesh and was trying to stifle my panting breath in case they heard me.They looked dark,
had sun burnt faces and black hair. Their clothes were rural: sleeveless sheep skin jackets,
trousers and leggings tied on by the leather thongs of their sandals. One of them had a
limp.Searching around they called out in bad Greek, "Where are you boy, we won't 'arm you,
we only want 't buy a goat for lunch."After a while they said something amongst themselves in
that foreign language of theirs and started to go away.I rolled onto my back in relief and stared
up into the blue sky thanking the gods I had not been caught by farmer George's men.Horror!
An evil omen was above me! A crow was flying directly over me and as it reached my exact
position, straight overhead, it seemed to stumble in flight before flying on.What bad luck was
going to befall me now?Then I thought," Where are the goats!"Chapter 3 – Going to PellaI told
myself I wasn't going back to that hill in a hurry after I saw the goat damage. For an hour I had
lain in that hard scorched field with ants and beetles crawling all over me before I was sure
those men had gone and I had worked up enough courage to get up, go out and look for the
goats.They hadn't gone far, they had been stopped by tasty bean shoots. I had herded them
together, counted them, none were missing, which was curious because I thought those men
wanted to buy one for their dinner.That evening laying in my bed staring up at the smoke from
the lamps swirling around the rafters. I wondered how long it would be before farmer George
came to our door. After all, I had been seen by three of his men.I was also worrying about my
inheritance and tried to calculate how much would be left after damages had been paid to the
farmer. It wouldn't be much because I had two sisters to get married off. By the time money,
land, livestock and buildings had been given away as dowries and the new roof paid for, there
wouldn't be much left for me. The only hope, although it didn't appeal to me, was for me to be
betrothed to some ugly girl and her parents would give a big dowry to get rid of her. I wouldn't
know what she looked like until after we were married and she lifted her veil! I wanted to marry
someone I liked.Staring at the rafters I watched the smoke being driven through the gaps in the
roof tiles by the breeze outside. That didn't happen before! When the roof was thatched it didn't
escape, the smoke used to gather around the apex in a kind of fog and travel along the roof
until it found its way out through the flue. If the smoke was going out between the tiles in a
gentle breeze, what would it be like when the winter gales blew?If Father did not find out until
the winter and discovered it himself, he'd remember who caught the roof alight in the first
place. I could still feel the leather across my back from when I set the roof alight and didn't
want to feel it again.I gave up, turned over and went to sleep.Next morning everything seemed
different. Something was about to happen.Father called me over, "He hadn't found out already!"
I thought."Dikaides, I have to go to Pella to buy a new plough, would you like to
come?"“Yes!”"The old plough is badly worn and there is a smithy in Pella that makes iron shod
ones. So I thought, if we had a good strong plough we could turn over the stony soil up on the
slopes and maybe plant some more beans.""Not more beans Father, we have enough already,"



I said.He breathed in taking time to explain as the air came out, "They're not to eat, I'm going to
sell them at market, get extra money, save the money, buy vines, set up a vineyard, and sell
the spare wine.""Would he still love me when the goats ate his vines!" I thought.
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The book by Carlo Collodi has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 72 people have provided feedback.
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